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Introduction

Recurrent Respiratory Papillomatosis is a disabling disease that is characterized 
by recurrent growth of exophytic wart-like lesions throughout the airways.1 The 
disease is mainly associated with Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) 6 and 11.2 Patients 
generally present with speech problems.3 Without treatment they eventually 
develop a compromised airway.3 Although many therapies have been tried, 
there is no curative treatment for RRP. Due to the recurrent character of RRP, 
patients depend on repetitive surgical removal of the lesions or papillomas.3

1. Human papillomavirus

The Human Papillomavirus (HPV) is a highly prevalent virus, which has a great 
specificity for tissues and species.4 It is a small double-stranded non-enveloped 
DNA virus, which infects merely stem cells in the basal layer of mucosa or skin.5 
Since it was firstly described, 120 HPV types have been found.4 These HPV types 
are generally categorized as ‘low risk’ HPV or ‘high risk’ HPV, which describes the 
ability of the virus to transform healthy cells into malignant cells.6

The genome of HPV consists of nine multifunctional genes.6 Seven of these 
genes are early expressing (E prefix) and two are late expressing (L prefix) in the 
viral life cycle.6 The pathologic properties of the virus are caused by the E-genes. 
These are responsible for the replication of the virus, but more importantly 
the interaction with the host cell proteins.6 The L-genes are important for the 
structural outlay of the virus.6

It is thought that the HPV virus enters tissue by invading stem cells of the basal 
layer through micro-lesions of the epithelium.7 Due to very low gene expression, 
the HPV virus induces immune regression and latency.7 HPV can therefore evade 
the immune response for years.8 During cell division HPV DNA is multiplied and 
distributed into the new cells.6 Newly formed host cells with HPV DNA then 
migrate to the upper epithelial layers, while differentiating.6 Differentiation 
leads to high levels of amplification of the viral genome.6 The differentiation of 
the host cells can lead to the recurrent formation of epithelial lesions.8
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High-risk HPV types can cause precursor lesions of anogenital cancer, precursor 
lesions of head and neck cancer, anogenital cancer and head and neck cancer.9 
It is even thought that HPV causes more than 5% of all cancers worldwide.9 Low-
risk HPV types can cause cutaneous warts, anogenital warts, low-grade cervical 
intraepithelial neoplasm and RRP.2, 9 

2. Recurrent Respiratory Papillomatosis

2.1 Etiology
Clinically two forms of RRP are recognized; the juvenile onset type (JoRRP, age 
<18 years) and the adult onset type (AoRRP, age ≥18 years).10 HPV in JoRRP 
is vertically transmitted during labor.11 Newborns born to a mother with 
condylomata have a more than 200 times higher chance of acquiring RRP 
compared to children born to a mother without condylomata.12, 13 In a small 
number of patients in utero transmission is suspected, as they were born by 
caesarian section.14, 15 Firstborns and children of young mothers have a higher 
chance of acquiring RRP.11, 14 This is conceivably due to a longer delivery time 
and therefore a prolonged exposition time to the virus.13 It is not clear how HPV 
in AoRRP is transmitted, but an association with orogenital sexual transmission 
might be a co-factor.11

Most of the cellular and immunological pathways that cause RRP are still to be 
unraveled. It was shown that HPV prevents an effective immune response in 
RRP patients, although most patients did not show any other immunological 
problems.16 The balance between the necessary T helper cell 1 response and 
the less effective T helper cell 2 [T(h)2] response is shifted towards the T(h)2 
side in RRP patients.16 This effect seems to be site specific and only comprised to 
the airways.16 The shift to T(h)2-like chemokines quantitatively predicts disease 
severity.17

2.2 Histology
RRP is histologically recognizable by pedunculated masses with fingerlike 
projections of non-keratinized stratified squamous epithelium with a central 
core of fibrovascularized connective tissue (figure 1).18 Furthermore, a papilloma 
is histopathologically typified by basal cell hyperplasia, increased mitoses in 
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the basal layers of the epithelium, koilocytotic changes, nucleomegaly, and 
dyskeratotic cells.19 RRP lesions appear mostly at sites in which ciliated and 
squamous epithelia are juxtaposed.20 This juxtaposition can also occur when 
ciliated epithelium is exposed to repeated trauma. Trauma can, for instance, 
be induced by a tracheostomy. The epithelium then undergoes squamous 
metaplasia, is replaced with nonciliated epithelium and acts as a new iatrogenic 
squamociliary junction.18

Figure 1. Histological view of RRP (magnification 100x). Fingerlike projections of non-keratinized 
squamous epithelium (arrow) and centrally fibrovascular tissue (triangles).1

2.3 Epidemiology
In many studies various estimations upon the incidence of both JoRRP and 
AoRRP were reported. Derkay and co-workers estimated an incidence of 4.3 
per 100.000 in children and 1.8 per 100.000 in adults.21 Whereas Omland and 
coworkers calculated a lower incidence of 0.17 per 100.000 for JoRRP and 0.54 
per 100.000 for AoRRP.10 Approximately 80% of RRP patients are men.10, 22 The 
age of onset of RRP is thought to be bimodal with peaks of incidence at the age 
of 4 and 35, but this was never fully substantiated.10, 23, 24
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2.4 Clinical presentation
RRP patients present with benign squamous lesions, called papillomas, 
throughout the respiratory tract, from the nasal vestibule to the peripheral 
lungs. However, the vocal folds are the most common place of expression 
(figure 2).24, 25 The papillomas often spread during the course of the disease.2

The clinical presentation depends on the anatomical location of the papilloma. 
RRP patients mostly present with dysphonia.26 In later stages of the disease 
course or if the papillomas are situated somewhere else in the airways the 
patients may present with stridor or respiratory distress.26 Between 16 and 25% 
of all patients develop subglottic and more distally located papillomas.24, 26, 27 

Around 3% of patients develop RRP in the lungs.28

Besides these clinical symptoms, patients may present with multiple 
psychosocial complaints. They find their voice insufficient and suffer from 
voice problems in normal life.29-31 Due to these complaints patients report a 
lower health related quality of life.30-32 At present, it is not clear what factors 
can predict whether patients are prone to psychosocial distress and need 
additional psychosocial help.

Figure 2. Papilloma at the right vocal fold to the right false vocal cord with anesthesiologic ventilation 
tube in situ.  
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2.5 Diagnostics
Diagnostics consist of anamnesis concerning voice and respiratory problems, 
followed by visual inspection with stroboscopic visualization of the 
glottic region.33 The diagnosis of RRP should be confirmed by suspension 
microlaryngoscopy and consecutive histopathological examination. Recently 
a new visualization modality was introduced: Narrow Band Imaging (NBI).1 NBI 
facilitates the recognition of RRP lesions by their vascular formation.1 In suspect 
cases pulmonary involvement has to be excluded by a computed tomography 
scan of the lungs.28

Spread and extension of the disease are often described by three scoring 
systems, both in daily practice and clinical research. The Dikkers score 
describes anatomical spread and volume of the lesion.34 The Derkay/Coltrera 
score describes the anatomical spread and volume in combination with a 
functional score.35 The Voice Handicap Index (VHI-30) is often used to describe 
the psychosocial burden of the voice complaints of patients.36

2.6 Prevention and treatment
Acquisition of the disease is caused by a combination of infection with HPV on 
one hand, and genetic and immunologic susceptibility on the other. As the latter 
are not yet adaptable factors, prevention of HPV spread seems to be the most 
effective approach in eradicating RRP.9 A quadrivalent vaccine, Gardasil®, was 
developed for prophylactic prevention of high-risk HPV16 and 18 and low-risk 
HPV6 and 11 associated disease.37 Introduction of this vaccine in Australia lead 
to a highly significant decrease in genital disease associated with low-risk HPV.38 
It is thought that Gardasil® will also diminish the incidence of RRP.39 The Dutch 
government provides the vaccine Cervarix®, which only protects against high-
risk HPV16 and 18. Theoretically, incidence of RRP will therefore not diminish in 
the Netherlands.40

There is still no curative therapy for RRP. Multiple treatment strategies have 
been used over the years. The most common treatment is physical removal 
of the papillomas with ‘cold’ instruments (forceps and scissors), microdebrider 
or by laser surgery.3 Due to the recurrent character of RRP patients may have 
to undergo more than 100 surgical interventions.21 Furthermore, multiple 
adjuvant therapies such as interferon, photodynamic therapy, indole-3-
carbinol, ribavirin and acyclovir are used and with still undefined success.33
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2.7 Clinical course
The clinical course of RRP is highly variable. While some patients have to 
undergo only few surgical interventions, other patients have to undergo dozens 
of surgical interventions to reach remission.2 Many factors are associated with 
a severe clinical course.12 Firstly, HPV type seems to have influence on the 
disease course. Many studies have associated HPV11 with a worse clinical 
course.22, 41-43 Few studies have addressed a worse clinical course to patients 
with HPV6.44 Secondly, lower age of onset is thought to worsen the disease.24, 

27 It is postulated that the frequency of RRP diminishes naturally during the 
disease course.24, 26, 27, 45 The influence of both asthma and gastroesophageal 
reflux disease on RRP is uncertain.12 Nevertheless many otolaryngologists tend 
to use anti-reflux medication in the treatment of RRP.46 The factors that influence 
the natural disease course should be analyzed in both AoRRP en JoRRP patients, 
to diminish unnecessary treatment and for prognostic reasons.

Complications of RRP are the need for a tracheotomy and malignant 
transformation. It is thought that 4-21% of patients eventually need to undergo 
tracheotomy to secure the airway.2 In 2-33% of cases RRP has been reported to 
be associated with malignant progression.42, 43, 47

3. Scope of this thesis

The objective of this thesis is to analyze factors that predict and influence the 
clinical course of RRP. Furthermore, it gives insight in the effects of the clinical 
course on patients and provides methods to prevent psychosocial problems in 
patients.

Part I: Clinical course
It is unknown what age groups are prone for developing RRP. In chapter 2 the 
age of onset of RRP is analyzed in a well-defined cohort of 639 European RRP 
patients.

In chapter 3.1 the clinical course of RRP in HPV6 patients is compared to the 
clinical course in HPV11 patients. Other factors influencing disease course, like 
age of onset and duration of disease, are also studied.
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Chapter 3.2 is a response letter to an article that did not take into account 
factors that naturally influence disease course. It summarizes the factors that 
should be included when treatment effect is analyzed.

One of the possible treatments to diminish the number of surgical interventions 
in the clinical course of RRP is therapeutic use of the quadrivalent HPV vaccine. 
The effect of vaccination on the immune response of RRP patients is shown in 
chapter 4.

Many studies report that gastroesophageal reflux disease negatively influences 
the clinical course of RRP. This assumption was evaluated by systematically 
reviewing the literature (chapter 5).

Part II: Psychosocial aspects of RRP
The uncertain and often severe clinical course of RRP could be a serious burden 
for RRP patients. In chapter 6 RPP patients’ perceptions of their quality of life are 
examined and factors associated with quality of life of RRP patients are analyzed.

Regular screening for distress could uncover the degree and nature of physical 
and psychosocial problems RRP patients may suffer. Also, patients in need 
of professional psychosocial care can be referred in time. Regular distress 
screening may prevent worsening of problems in RRP patients over time. An 
instrument to screen for distress in RRP patients is validated in chapter 7.

Information supply to patients and relatives is important for coping with RRP. 
A quality and readability analysis of English written online information is given 
in chapter 8.
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